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"While getting into his car on the evening of February 16, 1978, the chief of the CIA's Moscow station was handed an
envelope by an unknown Russian. Its contents stunned the Americans: details of top-secret Soviet research and
development in military technology that was totally unknown to the United States. From 1979 to 1985, Adolf Tolkachev,
an engineer at a military research center, cracked open the secret Soviet military research establishment, using his
access to hand over tens of thousands of pages of material about the latest advances in aviation technology, alerting the
Americans to possible developments years in the future. He was one of the most productive and valuable spies ever to
work for the United States in the four decades of global confrontation with the Soviet Union. Tolkachev took enormous
personal risks, but so did his CIA handlers. Moscow station was a dangerous posting to the KGB's backyard. The CIA
had long struggled to recruit and run agents in Moscow, and Tolkachev became a singular breakthrough. With hidden
cameras and secret codes, and in face-to-face meetings with CIA case officers in parks and on street corners, Tolkachev
and the CIA worked to elude the feared KGB. Drawing on previously secret documents obtained from the CIA, as well as
interviews with participants, Hoffman reveals how the depredations of the Soviet state motivated one man to master the
craft of spying against his own nation until he was betrayed to the KGB by a disgruntled former CIA trainee. No one has
ever told this story before in such detail, and Hoffman's deep knowledge of spycraft, the Cold War, and military
technology makes him uniquely qualified to bring readers this real-life espionage thriller"--Provided by publisher.
This primary source account of post-communist regions examines how history, leadership, and foreign influence affected
the process of economic transitions.
For decades, a secret army of tax attorneys, accountants and wealth managers has been developing into the shadowy
Wealth Defence Industry. These ‘agents of inequality’ are paid millions to hide trillions for the richest 0.01%. In this
book, inequality expert Chuck Collins, who himself inherited a fortune, interviews the leading players and gives a unique
insider account of how this industry is doing everything it can to create and entrench hereditary dynasties of wealth and
power. He exposes the inner workings of these “agents of inequality”, showing how they deploy anonymous shell
companies, family offices, offshore accounts, opaque trusts, and sham transactions to ensure the world’s richest pay
next to no tax. He ends by outlining a robust set of policies that democratic nations can implement to shut down the
Wealth Defence Industry for good. This shocking exposé of the insidious machinery of inequality is essential reading for
anyone wanting the inside story of our age of plutocratic plunder and stashed cash.
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Looking beyond Putin to understand how today's Russia actually works Media and public discussion tends to understand
Russian politics as a direct reflection of Vladimir Putin's seeming omnipotence or Russia's unique history and culture. Yet
Russia is remarkably similar to other autocracies—and recognizing this illuminates the inherent limits to Putin's power.
Weak Strongman challenges the conventional wisdom about Putin's Russia, highlighting the difficult trade-offs that
confront the Kremlin on issues ranging from election fraud and repression to propaganda and foreign policy. Drawing on
three decades of his own on-the-ground experience and research as well as insights from a new generation of social
scientists that have received little attention outside academia, Timothy Frye reveals how much we overlook about today's
Russia when we focus solely on Putin or Russian exceptionalism. Frye brings a new understanding to a host of crucial
questions: How popular is Putin? Is Russian propaganda effective? Why are relations with the West so fraught? Can
Russian cyber warriors really swing foreign elections? In answering these and other questions, Frye offers a highly
accessible reassessment of Russian politics that highlights the challenges of governing Russia and the nature of modern
autocracy. Rich in personal anecdotes and cutting-edge social science, Weak Strongman offers the best evidence
available about how Russia actually works.
In the aftermath of the financial collapse of August 1998, it looked as if Russia's day as a superpower had come and
gone. That it should recover and reassert itself after less than a decade is nothing short of an economic and political
miracle. Based on extensive research, including several interviews with Vladimir Putin, this revealing book chronicles
Russia's dramatic reemergence on the world stage, illuminating the key reason for its rebirth: the use of its everexpanding energy wealth to reassert its traditional great power ambitions. In his deft, informative narrative, Marshall
Goldman traces how this has come to be, and how Russia is using its oil-based power as a lever in world politics. The
book provides an informative overview of oil in Russia, traces Vladimir Putin's determined effort to reign in the upstart oil
oligarchs who had risen to power in the post-Soviet era, and describes Putin's efforts to renationalize and refashion
Russia's industries into state companies and his vaunted "national champions" corporations like Gazprom, largely owned
by the state, who do the bidding of the state. Goldman shows how Russia paid off its international debt and has gone on
to accumulate the world's third largest holdings of foreign currency reserves--all by becoming the world's largest producer
of petroleum and the world's second largest exporter. Today, Vladimir Putin and his cohort have stabilized the Russian
economy and recentralized power in Moscow, and fossil fuels (oil and natural gas) have made it all possible. The story of
oil and gas in Russia is a tale of discovery, intrigue, corruption, wealth, misguidance, greed, patronage, nepotism, and
power. Marshall Goldman tells this story with panache, as only one of the world's leading authorities on Russia could.
A New York Times Bestseller A multigenerational saga of two families, who rose from immigrant roots to the pinnacle of
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wealth and power, that tracks the unraveling of American democracy. In American Oligarchs, award-winning investigative
journalist Andrea Bernstein tells the story of the Trump and Kushner families like never before. Their journey to the White
House is a story of survival and loss, crime and betrayal, that stretches from the Klondike Gold Rush, through Nazioccupied Poland and across the American Century, to our new gilded age. In building and maintaining their dynastic
wealth, these families came to embody the rising nationalism and inequality that has pushed the United States to the
brink of oligarchy. Building on her landmark reporting for the acclaimed podcast Trump, Inc. and The New Yorker,
Bernstein’s painstaking detective work brings to light new information about the families’ arrival as immigrants to
America, their paths to success, and the business and personal lives of the president and his closest family members.
Bernstein traces how the two families ruthlessly harnessed New York and New Jersey machine politics to gain valuable
tax breaks and grew rich on federal programs that bolstered the middle class. She shows how the Trump Organization,
denied credit by American banks, turned to shady international capital. She reveals astonishing new details about
Charles Kushner’s attempts to ensnare his brother-in-law with a prostitute and explores how Jared Kushner and his
father used a venerable New York newspaper to bolster their business empire. Drawing on more than two hundred
interviews and more than one hundred thousand pages of documents, many previously unseen or long forgotten,
Bernstein shows how the Trumps and the Kushners repeatedly broke rules and then leveraged secrecy, intimidation, and
prosecutorial and judicial power to avoid legal consequences. The result is a compelling narrative that details how the
Trump and Kushner dynasties encouraged and profited from a system of corruption, dark money, and influence trading,
and that reveals the historical turning points and decisions—on taxation, regulation, white-collar crime, and campaign
finance laws—that have brought us to where we are today.
A gripping and shocking insight into the lives of Russia's most famous oligarchs from New York Times bestselling author
of The Accidental Billionaires and Bringing Down the House. Once Upon a Time in Russia is the untold true story of the
larger-than-life billionaire oligarchs who surfed the waves of privatization to reap riches after the fall of the Soviet regime:
"Godfather of the Kremlin" Boris Berezovsky, a former mathematician whose first entrepreneurial venture was running an
automobile reselling business, and Roman Abramovich, his dashing young protg who built a multi-billion-dollar empire
of oil and aluminium. Locked in a complex, uniquely Russian partnership, Berezovsky and Abramovich battled their way
through the "Wild East" of Russia with Berezovsky acting as the younger man's krysha- literally, his roof, his protector.
Written with the heart-stopping pace of a thriller -but even more compelling because it is true - this story of amassing
obscene wealth and power depicts a rarefied world seldom seen up close. Under Berezovsky's krysha, Abramovich built
one of Russia's largest oil companies from the ground up and in exchange made cash deliveries - including 491 million
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dollars in just one year. But their relationship frayed when Berezovsky attacked President Vladimir Putin in the media and had to flee to the UK. Abramovich continued to prosper. Dead bodies trailed Berezovsky's footsteps, and threats
followed him to London, where an associate of his died painfully and famously of Polonium poisoning. Then Berezovsky
himself was later found dead, declared a suicide. Exclusively sourced, capturing a momentous period in recent world
history, Once Upon a Time in Russia is at once personal and political, offering an unprecedented look into the wealth,
corruption, and power behind what Graydon Carter called 'the story of our age'.
Documents the Russian prime minister's rapid ascent from a low-level KGB operative to the presidency, describing his selection by an ailing
Boris Yeltsin's oligarchy and the ways in which the author believes that his views and ambitions have renewed Russia's threatening position
to its citizens and the world. By the author of Perfect Rigor. Reprint. 35,000 first printing.
From the bestselling author of Saving Capitalism and The Common Good, comes an urgent analysis of how the "rigged" systems of
American politics and power operate, how this status quo came to be, and how average citizens can enact change. There is a mounting
sense that our political-economic system is no longer working, but what is the core problem and how do we remedy it? With the characteristic
clarity and passion that have made him a central civil voice, bestselling author of Saving Capitalism and The Common Good Robert B. Reich
shows how wealth and power have combined to install an oligarchy and undermine democracy. Reich exposes the myths of meritocracy,
national competitiveness, corporate social responsibility, the “free market,” and the political “center,” all of which are used by those at the
top to divert attention from their takeover of the system and to justify their accumulation of even more wealth and power. In demystifying the
current system, Reich reveals where power actually lies and how it is wielded, and invites us to reclaim power and remake the system for all.
For centuries, oligarchs were viewed as empowered by wealth, an idea muddled by elite theory early in the twentieth century. The common
thread for oligarchs across history is that wealth defines them, empowers them and inherently exposes them to threats. The existential motive
of all oligarchs is wealth defense. How they respond varies with the threats they confront, including how directly involved they are in supplying
the coercion underlying all property claims and whether they act separately or collectively. These variations yield four types of oligarchy:
warring, ruling, sultanistic and civil. Moreover, the rule of law problem in many societies is a matter of taming oligarchs. Cases studied in this
book include the United States, ancient Athens and Rome, Indonesia, the Philippines, Singapore, medieval Venice and Siena, mafia
commissions in the United States and Italy, feuding Appalachian families and early chiefs cum oligarchs dating from 2300 BCE.
Beyond Oligarchy is a collection of essays by leading scholars of contemporary Indonesian politics and society, each addressing effects of
material inequality on political power and contestation in democratic Indonesia. The contributors assess how critical concepts in the study of
politics—oligarchy, inequality, power, democracy, and others—can be used to characterize the Indonesian case, and in turn, how the
Indonesian experience informs conceptual and analytical debates in political science and related disciplines. In bringing together experts from
around the world to engage with these themes, Beyond Oligarchy reclaims a tradition of focused intellectual debate across scholarly
communities in Indonesian studies. The collapse of Indonesia's New Order has proven a critical juncture in Indonesian political studies,
launching new analyses about the drivers of regime change and the character of Indonesian democracy. It has also prompted a new
groundswell of theoretical reflection among Indonesianists on concepts such as representation, competition, power, and inequality. As such,
the onset of Indonesia’s second democratic period represents more than just new point of departure for comparative analyses of Indonesia
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as a democratizing state; it has also served as a catalyst for theoretical and conceptual development.
A new and distinctive analysis of the dramatic fall of Soeharto, the last of the great Cold-War capitalist dictators, and of the struggles that
reshape the institutions and systems of power and wealth in Indonesia.
Dennis Gilbert provides a systematic comparative history of the rise and ultimate demise of the oligarchies that dominated Latin America for
nearly a century. Focusing on five key countries, he tells the compelling story of the sugar planters, coffee growers, cattle barons, miners, and
bankers who grew rich in a rapidly expanding global economy.
Oligarchy is a threat to the republic. Joseph Fishkin and William Forbath show that, for most of US history, Americans saw the Constitution as
responding to that threat by imposing on legislators a duty to break up oligarchy, block corporate political power, and ensure a broad
distribution of wealth and political power among ordinary Americans.
Expounding upon, 'The Republic, ' the earlier work of his teacher Plato, Aristotle in 'Politics' examines the various options for governance and
their respective values. A detailed and pragmatic approach to the subject, Aristotle's 'Politics' provides much of the foundation for modern
political thought

Inc.com 5 Business Thrillers to Read on the Beach This Summer * Amazon Best Book of the Month - Nonfiction * An Economist
Book of the Year * The Sunday Times Business Book of the Year "If you want to know why international crooks and their eminently
respectable financial advisors walk tall and only the little people pay taxes, this is the ideal book for you. Every politician and
moneyman on the planet should read it, but they won't because it's actually about them." —John le Carré, author of A Legacy of
Spies An investigative journalist's deep dive into the corrupt workings of the world's kleptocrats. From ruined towns on the edge of
Siberia, to Bond-villain lairs in London and Manhattan, something has gone wrong. Kleptocracies, governments run by corrupt
leaders that prosper at the expense of their people, are on the rise. Once upon a time, if an official stole money, there wasn't much
he could do with it. He could buy himself a new car or build himself a nice house or give it to his friends and family, but that was
about it. If he kept stealing, the money would just pile up in his house until he had no rooms left to put it in, or it was eaten by mice.
And then some bankers had a bright idea. Join the investigative journalist Oliver Bullough on a journey into Moneyland—the secret
country of the lawless, stateless superrich. Learn how the institutions of Europe and the United States have become moneylaundering operations, attacking the foundations of many of the world's most stable countries. Meet the kleptocrats. Meet their
awful children. And find out how heroic activists around the world are fighting back. This is the story of wealth and power in the
21st century. It isn't too late to change it.
**THE INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER** Kompromat n.—Russian for "compromising information" This is a story about
the dirty secrets of the most powerful people in the world—including Donald Trump. It is based on exclusive interviews with dozens
of high-level sources—intelligence officers in the CIA, FBI, and the KGB, thousands of pages of FBI investigations, police
investigations, and news articles in English, Russian, and Ukrainian. American Kompromat shows that from Trump to Jeffrey
Epstein, kompromat was used in operations far more sinister than the public could ever imagine. Among them, the book
addresses what may be the single most important unanswered question of the entire Trump era: Is Donald Trump a Russian
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asset? The answer, American Kompromat says, is yes, and it supports that conclusion backs with the first richly detailed narrative
on how the KGB allegedly first “spotted” Trump as a potential asset, how they cultivated him as an asset, arranged his first trip to
Moscow, and pumped him full of KGB talking points that were published in three of America’s most prestigious newspapers.
Among its many revelations, American Kompromat reports for the first time that: • According to Yuri Shvets, a former major in the
KGB, Trump first did business over forty years ago with a Manhattan electronics store co-owned by a Soviet émigré who Shvets
believes was working with the KGB. Trump’s decision to do business there triggered protocols through which the Soviet spy
agency began efforts to cultivate Trump as an asset, thus launching a decades-long “relationship” of mutual benefit to Russia and
Trump, from real estate to real power. • Trump’s invitation to Moscow in 1987 was billed as a preliminary scouting trip for a hotel,
but according to Shvets, was actually initiated by a high-level KGB official, General Ivan Gromakov. These sorts of trips were
usually arranged for ‘deep development,’ recruitment, or for a meeting with the KGB handlers, even if the potential asset was
unaware of it. . • Before Trump’s first trip to Moscow, he met with Natalia Dubinina, who worked at the United Nations library in a
vital position usually reserved as a cover for KGB operatives. And many more...
Thom Hartmann, the most popular progressive radio host in America and a New York Times bestselling author, looks at the history
of the battle against oligarchy in America—and how we can win the latest round. Billionaire oligarchs want to own our republic, and
they're nearly there thanks to legislation and Supreme Court decisions that they have essentially bought. They put Trump and his
political allies into office and support a vast network of think tanks, publications, and social media that every day push our nation
closer and closer to police-state tyranny. The United States was born in a struggle against the oligarchs of the British aristocracy,
and ever since then the history of America has been one of dynamic tension between democracy and oligarchy. And much like the
shock of the 1929 crash woke America up to glaring inequality and the ongoing theft of democracy by that generation's oligarchs,
the coronavirus pandemic of 2020 has laid bare how extensively oligarchs have looted our nation's economic system, gutted
governmental institutions, and stolen the wealth of the former middle class. Thom Hartmann traces the history of this struggle
against oligarchy from America's founding to the United States' war with the feudal Confederacy to President Franklin Roosevelt's
struggle against “economic royalists,” who wanted to block the New Deal. In each of those cases, the oligarchs lost the battle. But
with increasing right-wing control of the media, unlimited campaign contributions, and a conservative takeover of the judicial
system, we're at a crisis point. Now is the time for action, before we flip into tyranny. We've beaten the oligarchs before, and we
can do it again. Hartmann lays out practical measures we can take to break up media monopolies, limit the influence of money in
politics, reclaim the wealth stolen over decades by the oligarchy, and build a movement that will return control of America to We
the People.
The amazing true story of how London became home to the Russian super-rich – told for the first time ever. A dazzling tale of
incredible wealth, ferocious disputes, beautiful women, private jets, mega-yachts, the world’s best footballers – and chauffeurdriven Range Rovers with tinted windows.
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By looking at the top 0.1 percent of Russian society, this book captures the stories of multimillionaires and billionaires, their
spouses, and their children. It traces how rich Russians moved from conspicuously spending cash into a conscious social class,
legitimizing their wealth through philanthropy and more bourgeois manners
In this saga of brilliant triumphs and magnificent failures, David E. Hoffman, the former Moscow bureau chief for the Washington
Post, sheds light on the hidden lives of Russia's most feared power brokers: the oligarchs. Focusing on six of these ruthless men—
Alexander Smolensky, Yuri Luzhkov, Anatoly Chubais, Mikhail Khodorkovsky, Boris Berezovsky, and Vladimir Gusinsky—Hoffman
shows how a rapacious, unruly capitalism was born out of the ashes of Soviet communism.
The New York Times bestselling author of Bringing Down the House and The Accidental Billionaires tells his most incredible story
yet: A true drama of obscene wealth, crime, rivalry, and betrayal from deep inside the world of billionaire Russian oligarchs that
Booklist called “one more example of just how talented a storyteller [Mezrich] is.” Meet two larger-than-life Russians: former
mathematician Boris Berezovsky, who moved into more lucrative ventures as well as politics, becoming known as the Godfather of
the Kremlin; and Roman Abramovich, a dashing young entrepreneur who built one of Russia’s largest oil companies from the
ground up. After a chance meeting on a yacht in the Caribbean, the men became locked in a complex partnership, surfing the
waves of privatization after the fall of the Soviet regime and amassing mega fortunes while also taking the reins of power in
Russia. With Berezovsky serving as the younger entrepreneur’s krysha—literally, his roof, his protector—they battled their way
through the “Wild East” of Russia until their relationship soured when Berezovsky attacked President Vladimir Putin in the media.
Dead bodies trailed Berezovsky as he escaped to London, where an associate died painfully of Polonium poisoning, creating an
international furor. As Abramovich prospered, Berezovsky was found dead in a luxurious London town house, declared a suicide.
With unprecedented, exclusive first-person sourcing, Mezrich takes us inside a world of unimaginable wealth, power, and
corruption to uncover this exciting story, a true-life thriller epic for our time—“Wolf Hall on the Moskva” (Bookpage).
Long before the "one percent" became a protest slogan, American founding father John Adams feared the power of a class he
called simply "the few"—the wellborn, the beautiful, and especially the rich. In John Adams and the Fear of American Oligarchy,
Luke Mayville explores Adams’s deep concern with the way in which inequality threatens to corrode democracy and empower a
small elite. Adams believed that wealth is politically powerful not merely because money buys influence, but also because citizens
admire and even identify with the rich. Mayville explores Adams’s theory of wealth and power in the context of his broader
concern about social and economic disparities—reflections that promise to illuminate contemporary debates about inequality and its
political consequences. He also examines Adams’s ideas about how oligarchy might be countered. A compelling work of
intellectual history, John Adams and the Fear of American Oligarchy has important lessons for today’s world.
Exploring Russia's reentry into global capital markets at the dawn of the twenty-first century, Global Finance, Local Control shows
how economic integration became deeply entangled with a bare-knuckled struggle for control over the vestiges of the Soviet
empire. Igor Logvinenko reveals how the post-communist Russian economy became a full-fledged participant in the international
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financial sector without significantly improving the local rule of law. By the end of Vladimir Putin's second presidential term, Russia
was more integrated into the global financial system than at any point in the past. However, the country's longstanding
deficiencies—including widespread corruption, administration of justice, and an increasingly overbearing state—continued unabated.
Scrutinizing stock-market restrictions on foreign ownership during the first fifteen years of Russia's economic transition,
Logvinenko concludes that financial internationalization allowed local elites to raise capital from foreign investors while maintaining
control over local assets. They legitimized their wealth using Western institutions, but they did so on their terms. Global Finance,
Local Control delivers a somber lesson about the integration of emerging markets: without strong domestic rule-of-law protections,
financial internationalization entrenches oligarchic capitalism and strengthens authoritarian regimes.
A Financial Times Best Book of the Year Shortlisted for the Lionel Gelber Prize There has always been some gap between rich
and poor in this country, but recently what it means to be rich has changed dramatically. Forget the 1 percent—Plutocrats proves
that it is the wealthiest 0.1 percent who are outpacing the rest of us at breakneck speed. Most of these new fortunes are not
inherited, amassed instead by perceptive businesspeople who see themselves as deserving victors in a cutthroat international
competition. With empathy and intelligence, Plutocrats reveals the consequences of concentrating the world’s wealth into fewer
and fewer hands. Propelled by fascinating original interviews with the plutocrats themselves, Plutocrats is a tour de force of social
and economic history, the definitive examination of inequality in our time.
The raging question in the world today is who is the real Vladimir Putin and what are his intentions. Karen Dawisha’s brilliant
Putin’s Kleptocracy provides an answer, describing how Putin got to power, the cabal he brought with him, the billions they have
looted, and his plan to restore the Greater Russia. Russian scholar Dawisha describes and exposes the origins of Putin’s
kleptocratic regime. She presents extensive new evidence about the Putin circle’s use of public positions for personal gain even
before Putin became president in 2000. She documents the establishment of Bank Rossiya, now sanctioned by the US; the rise of
the Ozero cooperative, founded by Putin and others who are now subject to visa bans and asset freezes; the links between Putin,
Petromed, and “Putin’s Palace” near Sochi; and the role of security officials from Putin’s KGB days in Leningrad and Dresden,
many of whom have maintained their contacts with Russian organized crime. Putin’s Kleptocracy is the result of years of research
into the KGB and the various Russian crime syndicates. Dawisha’s sources include Stasi archives; Russian insiders; investigative
journalists in the US, Britain, Germany, Finland, France, and Italy; and Western officials who served in Moscow. Russian
journalists wrote part of this story when the Russian media was still free. “Many of them died for this story, and their work has
largely been scrubbed from the Internet, and even from Russian libraries,” Dawisha says. “But some of that work remains.”
How the West’s obsession with Vladimir Putin prevents it from understanding Russia It is impossible to think of Russia today
without thinking of Vladimir Putin. More than any other major national leader, he personifies his country in the eyes of the world,
and dominates Western media coverage. In Russia itself, he is likewise the centre of attention both for his supporters and his
detractors. But, as Tony Wood argues, this focus on Russia’s president gets in the way of any real understanding of the country.
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The West needs to shake off its obsession with Putin and look beyond the Kremlin walls. In this timely and provocative analysis,
Wood explores the profound changes Russia has undergone since 1991. In the process, he challenges several common
assumptions made about contemporary Russia. Against the idea that Putin represents a return to Soviet authoritarianism, Wood
argues that his rule should be seen as a continuation of Yeltsin’s in the 1990s. The core features of Putinism—a predatory elite
presiding over a vastly unequal society—are in fact integral to the system set in place after the fall of Communism. Wood also
overturns the standard view of Russia’s foreign policy, identifying the fundamental loss of power and influence that has
underpinned recent clashes with the West. Russia without Putin concludes by assessing the current regime’s prospects, and
looks ahead to what the future may hold for the country.
Meet the Billionaires: the 1,645 men and women who control a massive share of global assets worth $6.5 trillion. Darrell West
reveals what the other 99.99998% of us need to know. With rich anecdotes and personal narratives, West goes inside the world of
the ultra wealthy. Meet U.S. billionaires such as Sheldon Adelson, Michael Bloomberg, David and Charles Koch, George Soros,
Tom Steyer, and Donald Trump—as well as international billionaires from around the globe. The growing political engagement of
this small supra-wealthy group raises important questions about influence, transparency, and government performance, and West
lays bare the wealthification of politics, including: • How billionaires can block appointments and legislation they don’t like • Why
the supra-wealthy moved into policy advocacy and referenda at the state level • Why billionaires run for office in more than a
dozen countries around the world
The challenges to humanity posed by the digital future, the first detailed examination of the unprecedented form of power called
"surveillance capitalism," and the quest by powerful corporations to predict and control our behavior. In this masterwork of original
thinking and research, Shoshana Zuboff provides startling insights into the phenomenon that she has named surveillance
capitalism. The stakes could not be higher: a global architecture of behavior modification threatens human nature in the twentyfirst century just as industrial capitalism disfigured the natural world in the twentieth. Zuboff vividly brings to life the consequences
as surveillance capitalism advances from Silicon Valley into every economic sector. Vast wealth and power are accumulated in
ominous new "behavioral futures markets," where predictions about our behavior are bought and sold, and the production of goods
and services is subordinated to a new "means of behavioral modification." The threat has shifted from a totalitarian Big Brother
state to a ubiquitous digital architecture: a "Big Other" operating in the interests of surveillance capital. Here is the crucible of an
unprecedented form of power marked by extreme concentrations of knowledge and free from democratic oversight. Zuboff's
comprehensive and moving analysis lays bare the threats to twenty-first century society: a controlled "hive" of total connection that
seduces with promises of total certainty for maximum profit -- at the expense of democracy, freedom, and our human future. With
little resistance from law or society, surveillance capitalism is on the verge of dominating the social order and shaping the digital
future -- if we let it.
Corruption is a threat to democracy and economic development in many societies. It arises in the ways people pursue, use and
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exchange wealth and power, and in the strength or weakness of the state, political and social institutions that sustain and restrain
those processes. Differences in these factors, Michael Johnston argues, give rise to four major syndromes of corruption: Influence
Markets, Elite Cartels, Oligarchs and Clans, and Official Moguls. In this 2005 book, Johnston uses statistical measures to identify
societies in each group, and case studies to show that the expected syndromes do arise. Countries studied include the United
States, Japan and Germany (Influence Markets); Italy, Korea and Botswana (Elite Cartels); Russia, the Philippines and Mexico
(Oligarchs and Clans); and China, Kenya, and Indonesia (Offical Moguls). A concluding chapter explores reform, emphasising the
ways familiar measures should be applied - or withheld, lest they do harm - with an emphasis upon the value of 'deep
democratisation'.
A history of the end of the arms race describes the Soviet Union's development of an automatic retaliatory attack system, the
United States's efforts to create space-based missile defenses, and the struggle to prevent nuclear weapons from being acquired
by terrorists.
In 1991, a small group of Russians emerged from the collapse of the Soviet Union and enjoyed one of the greatest transfers of wealth ever
seen, claiming ownership of some of the most valuable petroleum, natural gas and metal deposits in the world. By 1997, five of those
individuals were on Forbes Magazine's list of the world's richest billionaires.
An investigative journey into the ways the resource trade wreaks havoc on Africa, 'The Looting Machine' sheds light on the shadowy networks
that connect Goldman Sachs, BP, the Hong Kong underworld and the murderous cabals that rule some oil states.
“[Red Notice] does for investing in Russia and the former Soviet Union what Liar’s Poker did for our understanding of Salomon Brothers,
Wall Street, and the mortgage-backed securities business in the 1980s. Browder’s business saga meshes well with the story of corruption
and murder in Vladimir Putin’s Russia, making Red Notice an early candidate for any list of the year’s best books” (Fortune). “Part John
Grisham-like thriller, part business and political memoir.” —The New York Times This is a story about an accidental activist. Bill Browder
started out his adult life as the Wall Street maverick whose instincts led him to Russia just after the breakup of the Soviet Union, where he
made his fortune. Along the way he exposed corruption, and when he did, he barely escaped with his life. His Russian lawyer Sergei
Magnitsky wasn’t so lucky: he ended up in jail, where he was tortured to death. That changed Browder forever. He saw the murderous heart
of the Putin regime and has spent the last half decade on a campaign to expose it. Because of that, he became Putin’s number one enemy,
especially after Browder succeeded in having a law passed in the United States—The Magnitsky Act—that punishes a list of Russians
implicated in the lawyer’s murder. Putin famously retaliated with a law that bans Americans from adopting Russian orphans. A financial
caper, a crime thriller, and a political crusade, Red Notice is the story of one man taking on overpowering odds to change the world, and also
the story of how, without intending to, he found meaning in his life.
A Sunday Times bestseller | A New York Times Book Review Editors' Choice Named a best book of the year by The Economist | Financial
Times | New Statesman | The Telegraph "[Putin's People] will surely now become the definitive account of the rise of Putin and Putinism."
—Anne Applebaum, The Atlantic "This riveting, immaculately researched book is arguably the best single volume written about Putin, the
people around him and perhaps even about contemporary Russia itself in the past three decades." —Peter Frankopan, Financial Times
Interference in American elections. The sponsorship of extremist politics in Europe. War in Ukraine. In recent years, Vladimir Putin’s Russia
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has waged a concerted campaign to expand its influence and undermine Western institutions. But how and why did all this come about, and
who has orchestrated it? In Putin’s People, the investigative journalist and former Moscow correspondent Catherine Belton reveals the untold
story of how Vladimir Putin and the small group of KGB men surrounding him rose to power and looted their country. Delving deep into the
workings of Putin’s Kremlin, Belton accesses key inside players to reveal how Putin replaced the freewheeling tycoons of the Yeltsin era with
a new generation of loyal oligarchs, who in turn subverted Russia’s economy and legal system and extended the Kremlin's reach into the
United States and Europe. The result is a chilling and revelatory exposé of the KGB’s revanche—a story that begins in the murk of the Soviet
collapse, when networks of operatives were able to siphon billions of dollars out of state enterprises and move their spoils into the West.
Putin and his allies subsequently completed the agenda, reasserting Russian power while taking control of the economy for themselves,
suppressing independent voices, and launching covert influence operations abroad. Ranging from Moscow and London to Switzerland and
Brooklyn’s Brighton Beach—and assembling a colorful cast of characters to match—Putin’s People is the definitive account of how hopes for
the new Russia went astray, with stark consequences for its inhabitants and, increasingly, the world.
“The Russia that Satter depicts in this brave, engaging book cannot be ignored . . . Required reading for anyone interested in the post-Soviet
state” (Newsweek). Anticipating a new dawn of freedom after the disintegration of the Soviet Union, Russians could hardly have foreseen the
reality of their future a decade later: A country impoverished and controlled at every level by organized crime. This riveting book views the
1990s reform period through the experiences of individual citizens, revealing the changes that have swept Russia and their effect on
Russia’s age-old ways of thinking. “With a reporter’s eye for vivid detail and a novelist’s ability to capture emotion, he conveys the drama of
Russia’s rocky road for the average victimized Russian . . . This is only half the story of what is happening in Russia these days, but it is the
shattering half, and Satter renders it all the more poignant by making it so human.” —Foreign Affairs “[Satter] tells engrossing tales of brazen
chicanery, official greed and unbearable suffering . . . Satter manages to bring the events to life with excruciating accounts of real Russians
whose lives were shattered.” —The Baltimore Sun “Satter must be commended for saying what a great many people only dare to think.” —The
Globe and Mail (Toronto) “Humane and articulate.” —The Spectator “Vivid, impeccably researched and truly frightening . . . Western policymakers would do well to study these pages.” —National Post
A permanent political class has emerged on a scale unprecedented in our nation 's history. Its self-dealing, nepotism, and corruption
contribute to rising inequality. Its reach extends from the governing elite throughout nongovernmental institutions. Aside from constituting an
oligarchy of prestige and power, it enables the creation of an aristocracy of massive inherited wealth that is accumulating immense political
power. In a muckraking tour de force reminiscent of Lincoln Steffens, Upton Sinclair, and C. Wright Mills, American Oligarchy demonstrates
the way the corrupt culture of the permanent political class extends down to the state and local level. Ron Formisano breaks down the ways
this class creates economic inequality and how its own endemic corruption infects our entire society. Formisano delves into the work of not
just politicians but lobbyists, consultants, appointed bureaucrats, pollsters, celebrity journalists, behind-the-scenes billionaires, and others.
Their shameless pursuit of wealth and self-aggrandizement, often at taxpayer expense, rewards channeling the flow of income and wealth to
elites. That inequality in turn has choked off social mobility and made a joke of meritocracy. As Formisano shows, these forces respond to the
oligarchy 's power and compete to bask in the presence of the .01 percent. They also exacerbate the dangerous instability of an American
democracy divided between extreme wealth and extreme poverty.
This was supposed to be the era when democracy came into its own, but instead power and wealth in Britain have slowly been consolidated
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the hands of a small elite, while the rest of the country struggles financially and switches off politically. We are now ruled by a gang of fat-cats
with fingers in every pie who squabble for power among themselves while growing richer. Bored with watching corrupt politicians jockeying for
power, ordinary Britons are feeling disconnected from politics and increasingly cynical about the back-scratching relationship between
politicians and big business. The New Fewshows us what has led to this point, and asks the critical questions: whyhas Britain become a more
unequal society over the past thirty years? Whyhave the banks been bailed out with taxpayers' money, while bankers are still receiving huge
bonuses? Why have those responsible not been held accountable for the financial crash? Why has power in Britain become so concentrated
in the hands of corrupt politicians who have been exposed cheating their constituents in the expenses scandal? Despite this bleak diagnosis,
there are solutions to the rise of the new ruling class in the modern West. The New Few sets out some of the ways in which we can restore
our democracy, bringing back real accountability to British business and fairness to our society.
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